
SACHIN KOTIAN
F U L L - S T A C K  D E V E L O P E R

PERSONAL SUMMARY

I am a web developer who is proficient in
both back-end and front-end frameworks.
My passion lies in learning about the latest
technologies.  experience in designing and
developing user interfaces, testing,
debugging with Excellent communication
and teamwork skills
.Experience in identifying and quickly
resolving problems during the initial stages
of development

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Programming Languages: Javascript, Python

Front End: html, css, bootstrap, Angular, React.js

Back End: Node.js, Fastify, Nest.Js, Django

App Framework: Ionic, Nativescript , Flutter

Databases: Mongodb, Neo4j, Redis, Mysql

Additional skills: Git, Linux 

CONTACT DETAILS

Address: Nallasopara,vasai, MH,India 401203
Email: Sachinkotian007@yahoo.com
Phone: +91-7387171322
LinkedIn: @⌨sachin-kotian-1818524a
Github: @flashnoob

WORK HISTORY

  Full-Stack Developer

IWBMS WEB APP https://iwbms.mahabocw.in

IWBMS Field Agent Mobile app for iwbms.

EO4U Mobile & web application.An E-commerce mobile
application developed in Nativescript to preview the list
of all the available essential oils. 

 -We primarily used MEAN Stack. 40% of my work was doing
front end development, 40% back end development and the
remaining 20% was dev-ops/sys admin related tasks.
- Collaborate with designers and other developers to launch
web applications
- Write efficient, well-designed code and maintain software
documentation

      Technology used: Javascript, Angular, Nest.js , Mysql.

Responsibilities: 

i was responsible for developing, implementing and
maintaining  modules  and user interfaces in angular  
and nest.js.

      Technology used: Ionic

      Responsibilities:

Participated in the design, development, and
implementation of the  native  mobile application..

Technology used: Nativescript,Angular, Fastify, Neo4j,

Responsibilities:

I was part of a team responsible for development of the
mobile application using nativescript framework.
we used a graph database Neo4j for our need of complex
relationship between products.
i was responsible for developing a admin dashboard for a 
managing users and products.
updating product database

    IDCLE TECH LLP. |  AUG 2019- PRESENT

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

Swami Vivekanand University

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY| 2020

CUSTOMER TECH SUPPORT 

- Resolve customer complaints via phone, email or remote.
- Identifying hardware and software solutions.
- Resolving network issues.
- Diagnosing and repairing faults.

ANGEL BROKING | 2017 - 2018

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
VP HERBS & CHEMICAL PVT |  2018 - 2019

- Responsible for the maintenance, configuration, and reliable
operation of computer systems, network servers.
- Install and upgrade computer components and software.
- Troubleshoot hardware and software errors by running
diagnostics, documenting problems and resolutions

higher secondary school |2014


